
Automatic Car Phone Holder Vention KCSB0 with Clip Black Ref: 6922794765337
Automatic Car Phone Holder Vention KCSB0 with Clip Black

Vention KCSB0 automatic car phone holder (black).
The Vention automatic car holder will make sure that your phone is always at your fingertips so that you can focus on the road. Thanks to
the automatic clamp, you can conveniently operate it with one hand. You can easily attach it to the air vents of your car, and thanks to
its compact size, it won't take up a lot of space and limit your visibility.
 
Stability first
Now you can be sure that your phone will stay in the same position, even during sudden braking or uneven driving. The triangular design
of the holder guarantees the necessary stability, regardless of the road conditions. The automatic clamp makes it easy to operate the
holder with one hand, and thanks to the ball joint, you have full control over the position and angle of your smartphone.
 
Compact design, maximum convenience
The ultra-compact design of the Vention KCSB0 holder means it doesn't take up much space in your car and doesn't restrict your visibility
while driving. Thanks to its carefully considered design, you can conveniently plug in your phone without charging it, without having to
take it out of the holder. What's more, it is compatible with a wide range of smartphones whose screen diagonal ranges from 4.7" to 7.2",
which means it fits most popular models on the market.
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	Manufacturer
	Vention
	Model
	KCSB0
	Color
	Black
	Material
	ABS + TPU + silicone
	Compatibility
	Smartphones with screen diagonal from 4.7" to 7.2"
	Dimensions
	112.1 x 73 x 83.5 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 6.396

Agora: € 5.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Phone mounts
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